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This short memorandum responds to your request that we provide a writing that addresses

development standard waivers particularly for height limits

1 DEVELOPMENT STANDARD WAIVERS

In addition to and separate from density bonuses and incentives are development standard waivers

A development standard includes a site or construction condition including but not limited to a

height limitation a setback requirement a floor area ratio an onsite open-space requirement or a

parking ratio that applies to a residential development pursuant to any ordinance general plan

element specific plan charter or other local condition law policy resolution or regulation Gov
Code 65915o1emphasis added

The Density Bonus Law's DBU discussion of development standard waivers is found in Section

65915 e Section 65915 e1 provides a detailed discussion of the how a project's otherwise

applicable development standards are waived

In no case may a city county or city and county apply any

development standard that will have the effect of physically precluding

the construction of a development meeting the criteria of subdivision

b at the densities or with the concessions or incentives permitted by

this section An applicant may submit to a city county or city and

county a proposal for the waiver or reduction of development standards

that will have the effect of physically precluding the construction of a

development meeting the criteria of subdivision b at the densities or

with the concessions or incentives permitted under this section and

may request a meeting with the city county or city and county If a
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court finds that the refusal to grant a waiver or reduction of

development standards is in violation of this section the court shall

award the plaintiff reasonable attorney's fees and costs of suit Nothing

in this subdivision shall be interpreted to require a local government to

waive or reduce development standards if the waiver or reduction

would have a specific adverse impact as defined in paragraph 2 of

subdivision d of Section 65589 5 upon health safety or the physical

environment and for which there is no feasible method to satisfactorily

mitigate or avoid the specific adverse impact Nothing in this

subdivision shall be interpreted to require a local government to waive

or reduce development standards that would have an adverse impact on

any real property that is listed in the California Register of Historical

Resources or to grant any waiver or reduction that would be contrary

to state or federal law

As set forth above even if an applicant does not request a development standard waiver a local

agency is prohibited from applying any development standard including height limits that will have

the effect of physically precluding construction of a qualifying DBL project

Section 65915 e2 provides that request for a development standard waiver neither reduces nor

increases the number of incentives to which the developer is otherwise entitled Therefore even

though an incentive may be used to reduce site development standards 65915 k1 an applicant

may use a development standard waiver instead and this waiver does not count against the number of

allowable incentives

One key difference between incentives and waivers is that the latter may not be denied on affordable

housing costs grounds The 2008 amendments to the DBL added the word physically to the first

sentence of subdivision e1 above added the phrase beginning with that will have the effect of

physically precluding to the second sentence and deleted subdivision f which read The
applicant shall show that the waiver or modification is necessary to make the housing units

economically feasible Stats 2008 ch 454 1 see Deering's Ann Gov Code 2011 supp foll

65915 p 490 As such a financial analysis is not relevant to a waiver request

II THE USE OF HEIGHT WAIVERS

Because a project naturally becomes larger when adding the bonus units and any incentives it often

exceeds a local agency's development standards such as height and setbacks Most of the bonus

projects that we have worked on have required waivers from the otherwise-applicable maximum

height limits
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One example is from the City of Los Altos which is not a pro-development jurisdiction In 2016 a

multifamily project requested the following waivers

a a building height of 62 feet where the Municipal Code allows a height of 45 feet

b rooftop structures I I feet above the roof where the Municipal Code allows such structures

eight feet above the roof and

c waiving the 4 roof area coverage limit for enclosed roof top structures and allowing 6
roof area coverage limit for the roof top structure of the proposed project

628 Staff Report p 5
As recognized by Staff increasing the Project's dwelling unit count from 17 base units to 21 total

units required increasing the Project's height to accommodate the extra units 628 Staff Report p
3 The City also recognized that increasing the Project's height allows the applicant to build taller

floors throughout the project and to allow the high quality amenities within the residential units and

roof top amenities that enhance the marketability of the units Ibid

Even though the City requested the developer to flatten and broaden the building to accommodate the

bonus units the developer insisted on its preferred taller design The City and developer eventually

agreed to a height waiver of 58 feet In its approval Resolution the City Council made the following

finding

The requested waiver to allow a building height of 58 feet is required to

accommodate an additional story so that the four bonus dwelling units

may achieve a unit size equivalent to that which could be achieved by a

conforming project and so that all units may have reasonable ceiling

heights of 10 feet

Resolution No 2016-27 p 5
111 JUDICIAL REVIEW OF HEIGHT WAIVERS

As we have discussed previously concerns that waivers should not be used to provide project

amenities have already been addressed and rejected by the courts In Wollmer v City ofBerkeley

2011 193 Cal App 4th 1329 1346 the City waived the standards for height number of stories

and setbacks granting variances to allow an additional story and a higher building height and to

forego setbacks on two comers Petitioner Wollmer opposed the development standard waivers
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including those to accommodate 15-foot ceilings in the commercial space and nine-foot ceilings in

the residential units Ibid He contends that the City cannot waive development standards in

order to approve a density bonus project unless it specifically finds that the waived standards

physically preclude construction of the density-bonus-qualifying project and waivers to

accommodate project amenities do not meet this test Ibid

Rejecting Wollmer's arguments and affirming the trial court's judgment in favor of the city the court

of appeal held that Standards may be waived that physically preclude construction of a housing

development meeting the requirements for a density bonus period Ibid The appellate court then

explained that if the city had failed to grant the waivers the project would not have been built and it

goes without saying that housing units for lower income households would not be built and the

purpose of the density bonus law to encourage such development would not be achieved Id at

1347
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